
Pre-Masque Skin Preparation 
Facial steaming opens up your pores and helps loosen any build-up of dirt for deeper cleanse. opening 
up your pores also softens blackheads, making them easier to remove, and promotes circulation. The 
combination of the warm steam and increase in perspiration dilates your blood vessels and increases 
circulation. 
  

Different steaming techniques to try. 
There are a few ways you can enjoy this versatile skin treatment at home. It can be simple and free or as 
luxe and costly as you — and your wallet — choose. 
Here’s a step-by-step description for each technique. 
  

To steam over a bowl or sink of hot water 
1. Grab a big fluffy towel and choose your spot. Comfort is key, so if you’re doing this over a sink you’ll 

want to use a chair or stool that offers the right height. Otherwise, a bowl on a table is your best bet. 

2. Secure your hair so that it’s off your face and cleanse using a gentle exfoliating cleanser / cleanser. Don’t 

forget to cleanse your neck, too! 

3. Bring 4 to 6 cups of water to a boil in a kettle or pot, depending on the size of the sink or bowl. 

4. Reduce the heat, cover, and simmer for 2 or 3 minutes. Carefully pour into the sink or bowl. 

5. Have a seat, drape your towel over your head and the pot, and hold your face 6 inches above the water. 

6. Raise or lower your head for more or less heat and lift a corner of the towel to cool off if needed. 

7. Steam your face for 5 to 10 minutes. 
  

To steam with warm towels 
  

1. Get a hand towel and turn on the hot water tap. When hot, fill your sink or bowl with enough hot water 

to soak your towel.  

2. Secure your hair so that it’s off your face and cleanse your face and neck using a gentle exfoliating 

cleanser or cleanser. 

3. Soak your towel in the hot water and wring it out so that the towel is damp. 

4. Lean back in a comfy chair or lie down. Place the towel on your face, holding each corner up so they 

meet in the center of your forehead. 

5. Adjust the towel so that it covers your entire face, including the eyes, leaving just your nose peeking 

through. Relax for 5 minutes. 
  

To steam with a home facial steamer 
  



1. Read your facial steamer’s instructions, filling it up as directed. Place it on a table near an outlet so you 

can plug it in. It will take a few minutes to begin emitting steam. 

2. Secure your hair so that it’s off your face and wash your face using a gentle exfoliating cleanser. 

3. Have a seat, get comfortable, and set your face inside the cone attachment, staying 5 to 10 inches away 

as it says to do in your steamer’s instruction booklet. 

4. Steam for 2 or 3 minutes at a time with a 1-minute break in between to see how your skin is handling 

the steam. 
Facial steamers offer a more powerful steam than the other methods. 
  

Using Our Masques 
Alginate (powder) Masques. 
  
Our Alginate (Powder based) masques sets within 7 minutes after the water has been added. It is best to 
only mix the masque once the skin prep has been completed to avoid wasting time resulting in masque 
setting in the bowl. 

• All of our masques are sold as two individual packed treatments. 

• They’re are pre measured and packaged per use. This means one entire clear/ foiled packet is one 

skincare treatment. 
  

• Prepare the spot which you most comfortable applying the masque, preferably in front of a mirror and 

good lighting. 

• Put together the following 

• A bowl to mix the masque, pre measure the recommended amounts of water plus an additional 10 mls 

separately,if needed. The mixing stick or spoon and a paper towel. 

• Add the powder of one treatment to the bowl followed by the recommended dose of water,mix 

expeditiously for a good minute. 

• The masque mixture may look powdery and you may want to add more water…DON’T. (Bare in mind 

how quick the masque begins to set… work swiftly) 

• Once all the masque and water has been combined, do a drip test (left the spoon and allow the masque 

to fall off,it should be the consistency to cold golden syrup). if at this stage it feels to thick add the 

additional 10 mls of water and mix with haste until combined. 

• If the masque turns out to runny, play with it by gently mixing it for about 30-90secs by gently mixing it 

until it thickens slightly then reapply. 

• Apply a thick layer of the masque to the larger facial area first such as the cheeks, forehead and chin area 

followed by the smaller areas and the edges thicker to have a good peel off grip. 



• The masque is safe to be applied over lip and over / right beneath the lash line. 

• If you have little extra masque you could apply it to your hands or neck. 

• To remove, gently press down with your finger tips and give it a slight wiggle, lift the edges and 

remove.   
  

Thermal Cocoa Masque 
  

• Prepare the spot which you most comfortable applying the masque, preferably in front of a mirror and 

good lighting. 

• The sensational Thermal Cocoa masques consist of three essential elements. 
The serum provided 
The facial gauze 
The masque  

• In a bowl add the masque, the pre measure the recommended amounts of water, mix the masque well 

until a semi thick paste is formed. 

• Apply the serum to your post steamed face 

• Gently stretch out the gauze just a bit and apply it onto the face and thereafter apply the masque. 

• Please DO NOT apply the masque close to your hairline, lips or brows. 

• If you happen to get the masque in those areas wipe with a wet paper towel before it dries. 

• This masque is a lift off masque, to remove simply press down the masque gently, give it a slight 

wiggle…loosen the edges and lift off. 
  

Timeless Botanical Masque 
  

• Our beautiful Timeless Botanical is abio-cellulose sheet masque. This delicate masque has been gently 

nested between two protective breathable fabrics on both ends. 

• Gently remove the masque from the foiled pouch, remove the protected layer without the eye cut outs. 

• Position and apply it to the face, remove the protective layer above the masque . 

• Reposition and gently massage the masque for a few seconds to the skin to distribute the serum to the 

entire face. 
  
A weekly face masque and steaming is a great way to unwind while also promoting healthy skin. 
Have a wonderful Masque experience. 
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